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The Greeks used the term of hegemony to describe the kind of power that a dominant city-state could exert over others - not
through violence and coercion, but by tapping into the heads and occupying the minds of people. War and oppression are costly,
hegemony was about winning "hearts and minds". In our time, political scientist Joseph Nye has used the term "soft power" to
describe how states can convince, attract, co-opt, win or buy support in other countries for their practices and policies.
Marx argued that "the prevailing ideas are the ideas of the rulers", that is, one group within one society - and perhaps across
countries - could dominate others’ thoughts. In line with this, the Italian philosopher, social scientist and socialist Antonio
Gramsci coined the concept of "cultural hegemony" for a similar process - that is, how the power-holders or the ruling class
could consolidate their power at a lower cost than that of raw oppression by promoting their view of reality and their values.
Those in the receiving end could be made to believe that the rule set was reasonable, the social conditions justified, and the
regime persistent.
We can also use the same approach to understand, for example, public policy, and the struggle for understanding what is
happening there. Both between and within ministries and organizations we can identify what can be called micro-hegemonies.
There is a micro-hegemony when a doctrine is driven and justified by an intellectual grouping that has a bearing on a particular
policy in a part of the state or an organization. Such micro-hegemonies have some common features, which will be reviewed and
illustrated in the lecture.
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